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EQUITIES MARKET
PERFOMANCE
TURNOVER AND VOLUME

The total equity turnover for the month slightly
declined by 1.8% to record a turnover of TZS
6.6Bln ($2.86Mln) from TZS 6.723Bln, recorded
in previous month. The number of shares traded
also halved that of the previous month, whereby
about 6.6 million shares traded during the
current month, from 13.7million shares traded
on the previous month. The significant decline
in the number of shares traded for the month is
mainly due to the nature of the top mover
counter, which in current month is TBL more
expensive and requires less shares to generate
large turnover as opposed to CRDB which was
previous month’s top mover.

The Overall Market Statistics
for February, 2021
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MARKET CAPITALIZATION AND INDICES
The total market capitalization has improved from
TZS 14,872.96Bln of January to TZS 15,320.86Bln of
this month. The improvement comes as a result of
price appreciation on some cross listed counters. On
the other hand, the domestic market capitalization
has slightly shrunk by 0.8% following price drops on
some domestic counters.
Corresponding to this, the market indices; the All
Share Index (DSEI) and Tanzania Share Index (TSI)
have gained 53.91 points and lost 13.52 points
respectively. The Indices closed with 1,844.09 and
3,508.81 points respectively.
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Was the total Market Capitalization as
at the end of February 2021
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EQUITIES MARKET PERFOMANCE
TOP MOVERS
TBL was the top mover, by accounting for 52.98% of total market
turnover by trading 653,272 shares worth TZS 3.5Bln turnover. As
previously been established, most of these trades happened on the prearranged market, over 98% of TBL’s turnover was generated through the
said market. CRDB traded the most shares than any counter, it
accounted for 81.78% of all shares traded in the market during the
month equivalent to 5.4 million shares.

GAINERS AND LOSERS
Fewer counters experienced price movement during the month. JATU
being the top gainer, closed the month at a price of TZS 1,860 up 72.22%
from TZS 1,080 of previous month, followed by DSE which improved
price by 8.33% to TZS 1,040. CRDB was the top and only loser, closing 15
spreads down from TZS 235 to TZS 220 at the end of the month.

Equity Market Statistics
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EQUITIES MARKET PERFOMANCE
MONTHLY SUMMARY TABLES

Cross-Listed Counters
Cross- listed counters were bullish during the month showing some hint
of recovery on the market in the short term compared to the bearish
trend that was observed in the previous month. EABL was the top gainer,
improving price by 11.82%, followed closely by KCB and NMG which both
gained by 9.46% and 8.06% respectively. Jubilee Holdings Limited (JHL)
was the only loser, dropping by 5.13% during the month. Kenya Airways
(KA) and Uchumi Supermarket (USL) remained unchanged.
Investors participation
Local Investors dominated the buy side while foreign investors took over
the sell side. A total of TZS 5.8Bln turnover was purchase made by locals,
accounting for 87.6% of total turnover. Foreigners on the other hand only
purchased shares worth TZS 816Mln, the sales by foreign investors were
worth TZS 4.9Bln about 74.5% of total turnover. On that note, foreign
investors were net sellers while locals were net buyers. The total foreign
outflow recorded was TZS 4.1Bln ($1.77Mln).
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EQUITIES MARKET PERFOMANCE
BONDS MARKET PERFORMANCE

Government Bonds.
The government through the Bank of Tanzania (BOT) holds auctions
every Wednesday for primary issuance of a debt instruments. The
current available tenures are the 20, 15, 10, 7, 5 and 2 years’ bonds. All
these bonds are subsequently listed on the Dar es Salaam Stock Exchange
(DSE) which acts as a secondary market for the bonds.

Primary bond Market.
Two treasury bonds auctions were conducted, for 20 and a 15 years’
bond. 20 years bond auction was highly oversubscribed while the 15
years’ bond was undersubscribed. 20 years bond which had an offer tag
of TZS 136Bln attracted TZS 350.3Bln tender and successfully took TZS
250Bln out of the said amount. The 15 years’ bond had an offer of TZS
122Bln, received tender size of TZS 74.73Bln while out of that the
government only took 69.17Bln. The yield to Maturity for both bonds has
improved following slight weakening in bid prices which brought down
the weighted average prices for the bonds. 20- years yield is at 15.41%
from 15.39%and the 15 years’ yield is at 13.60% from. 13.57%.

Secondary Bond Market
The secondary bond market generated a total of TZS 114.83Bln face value
turnover. More than half of the turnover came from 20-years bonds
trades. The corporate bond market generated a total of 0.22Bln face
value turnover about 0.18% of the total secondary market face value
turnover. In terms of cash value, the market generated a total of TZS
121.78Bln, more than two folds higher than TZS 44.47Bln generated
previous month and also higher than the total face value turnover
meaning most bonds traded at premium.
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MONEY MARKET PERFORMANCE
Treasury Bills
The government offered the usual amounts in both two auctions, which
in total is about TZS 180.46Bln of offer. The auctions were collectively
oversubscribed, receiving total tender worth TZS 190.86Bln for both
auctions, while the government only took TZS 143.41Bln, yields in the
treasury bills have shown little improvements.
Interbank Cash Market (IBCM)
The volume traded on the market significantly dropped, from TZS
800Bln of previous month, to just TZS 108.9Bln on this month. At the
same time, the interbank rates have increased from an average of 3.74%
in January to 4.01% in February, and from an opening rate of 3.99% at the
start of the month to 4.05% at closing of the month. An increase in rates
while the amounts shrinks hints a strained liquidity in the banking sector
during the month.
Interbank Foreign Exchange Market (IFEM)
The Foreign Exchange market, has also maintained its downward trend it
picked from December 2020. While the volume recorded in January of
$41.57Mln was half what was recorded in December 2020, the volume
recorded in February of $17.31Mln halved the $41.57Mln recorded in
January. No significant changes have been recorded on the Exchange
rate, the rate at the start of the month were at TZS 2,309.92 and TZS
2,309.95 at the close of the month

APPENDIX

1. Government Securities
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2. Money Market

3. Government Securities Yields
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Important Disclosures
The information contained therein is of the date thereof based on information available to ORBIT subject to
the assumptions indicated which may change without notice.
Orbit Securities Ltd policy is to update research reports as it deems appropriate, based on developments
within the subject company, the sector or the market that may have material impact on the research views or
opinions stated in the reports/notes. Our policy is only to publish research notes that are impartial,
independent, clear, fair and not misleading.
The information, investments and/or strategies discussed in this presentation may not be suitable for all
investors and where you have any concerns you should approach an investment advisor. Potential investors
are responsible for making independent investigation and appraisal of the risks, benefits, appropriateness and
suitability of this transaction, and ORBIT have no liability thereto.
To the extent within the context of applicable law, ORBIT do not accept liability for any loss (direct or
consequential) arising from use of this presentation. You must not rely on any communication (written or oral)
from us as investment advice, a recommendation to enter into a transaction (which includes the information
and explanations related to the terms and conditions of a transaction) or deem it to be an assurance or
guarantee as to the expected results of a transaction.
Investments discussed in this presentation may fluctuate in price or value over time and past performance is
not indicative of future results. While we have taken care in preparing this presentation, we give no
representation, warranty or undertaking and accept no responsibility or liability as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information set out in this presentation. This presentation does not represent an offer of
funding and any facility to be granted in terms of this presentation is subject to us obtaining the requisite
internal and external approvals.

